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How to Paint Your Car reveals the techniques, tricks, and technology behind automotive painting
through 400 color photos, clear captions, detailed text, and step-by-step how-to
sequences. You’ll learn the latest information about paint chemistry, waterborne paints, spray
guns, body fillers, surface prep, site prep, as well as respirators and other safety gear that every
automotive painter must know. With step-by-step detail, you’ll learn how to properly prepare your
car for paint work, including minor bodywork, surface preparation, rust removal, masking,
priming and final coating. How to Paint Your Car also includes information about custom touches
and effects as well as how to care for your paint after application, including information on
buffing compounds, waxes, and other care products. Everything you need to know to feel
comfortable and confident in undertaking your own paint project, whether a touch-up job or a
complete respray, is covered in How to Paint Your Car.

From the Back CoverDo you want to make your custom cruiser pop the second it rolls out of the
garage? Then look no further than the pages of this book—Motorbooks’ bestselling How to Paint
Your Car has been revised and updated with the modern tools, technology, and techniques you
need to turn heads every time your wheels hit the pavement. Come inside with veteran author
Dennis Parks as he walks you through the ins and outs of modern vehicular painting styles and
techniques. Have you ever wondered how the seamless scallops and pinstripes on the panels of
your favorite cars are applied in the first place? It’s not as hard as you think. Inside, you’ll find
over 300 detailed full-color photos and illustrations to showcase how the pros do what they do.
From vehicle setup techniques like masking and taping to spray booth ventilation and safety,
you’ll find everything you need to turn your garage into a high-class automotive painting
workshop. More than a dozen step-by-step projects will prepare you to tackle your own car. Add
some glamor and sparkle to your car—literally—with Motorbooks’ updated and revised edition of
How to Paint Your Car.About the AuthorDennis W. Parks has written several best-selling how-to
books for the Motorbooks Workshop series, including How to Paint Your Car, How to Build a
Cheap Hot Rod, Hot Rod Body and Chassis Builder's Guide, and The Complete Guide to Auto
Body Repair. Parks' personal projects currently include a complete buildup of a 1955 Chevy
pickup truck. He lives in Cedar Hill, Missouri.
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InfoCentral, “Compact and concise information.. If you're looking to paint your car for the first
time then this book is a must read. It details everything a beginner needs to know to get up to
speed on painting their own car.”

John A., “It doesn't explain everything (the subject is too complex) but it will educate you
sufficiently to ask intelligent questions.. After years of using laquer I needed to start the
education process on the 21st century paints. It doesn't explain everything (the subject is too
complex) but it will educate you sufficiently to ask intelligent questions.”

Edward Harvey, “I could not ask for a better book on painting a vehicle. I could not ask for a
better book on painting a vehicle. What I like the most is that with careful reading it does prevent
the reader from the many pitfalls of autopainting. When I went to a paint shop I was confident.
The book has bright pictures, good advice and I advise readers to also buy the book "The
complete Guide to Auto body repair" as it is helpful and can work as a two part series. I bought
my paint, Air-gun, books, hand sander from Amazon and look forward to purchasing clear-coat
and primer sealer.”

James C, “Great book, a lot of detail. Great book, a lot of detail. A must read if you are
inexperienced and looking to paint a car.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. There is plenty of good information.”

R OLSEN/BARBARA HAVILAND, “HAVEN'T USED YET. WILL IN FUTURE”

TURBO, “The more you know the better.. Lots of info. Glad i read it.”

Mr. P. Harvey, “How to Paint Your Car (Revised & Updated). Excellent quality book. Answers all
the questions I had on my mind and others I had yet to consider. I hoped it would cover rust
prevention and cure. It does ... but goes much deeper in pre-paint preparation. It also discusses
the type of painting equipment required and their correct use. This is a lot of book for little money.
Beautifully presented, printed, many colour illustrations, and superbly made. Recommended.”

L. J. Sharman, “hi, this is a gift for my husband, .... hi, this is a gift for my husband, he has had a
quick look at the book but has not had time to read it properly, but he said it was interested the
bits that he fliked through!!  it is going to help a lot!!!  thanku.....xxxx”

Rusty, “Great Book!. Interesting read and helped me respray my car....... loads of tips and
information.... well worth a read!”



Steve, “Well recommended. As described very pleased”

L.S.Jury, “Good Book. Pleased with content”

The book by Eugene C. Toy has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 221 people have provided feedback.
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